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SECTION 3
planning & urban DeSign FrameWork

3.1   introDuction

3.1.1   The Planning and Urban Design Framework supports the creation of a 
mixed-use pedestrian-friendly quarter in the CWR area, in line with the 
Objectives set out in this document, National Planning Policy and WIN4 of 
the LPP2. The regeneration of the CWR area will be distinctively ‘of 
Winchester’ in terms of public realm, urban grain, built form, materials and 
roofscape. The SPD promotes reinstating the Winchester street pattern 
across the site and stitching the area into the High Street, a key part of local 
distinctiveness as set out in LPP2 policy DM15. The Planning and Urban 
Design Framework sets out guidance for:
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SECTION 3
planning & urban DeSign FrameWork

3.1.2   public realm
    The framework requires the improvement and extension of the public realm 

within the CWR area, increasing pedestrian permeability and accessibility 
across the site and ensuring the development is locally distinctive as required 
in policies WIN4 and DM15 of the LPP2. Culverted waterways are to be 
revealed where practicable. The inclusion of Sustainable Urban Drainage 
Systems (SUDs) and permeable surfaces to manage flooding is to be 
promoted. The introduction of landscape and trees is expected along 
waterways and as part of the streetscene in appropriate areas. Potential 
impact on archaeology from tree planting and SUDs will need to be 
considered and tested. For further guidance on public realm refer to section 
3.2. The works needed to improve the Public Realm within the CWR area, 
where stated, are a requirement of this SPD and the Development Plan.

3.1.3   movement
    The framework promotes the adoption of a safe and permeable network 

which prioritises pedestrians and cyclists, and reduces accessibility by other 
vehicular modes. Suggested strategic improvements to the streets include 
reducing traffic flows across the area, rationalising bus and car movements, 
and rationalising and consolidating car parking in the city centre. Physical 
improvements within the CWR area include improved accessibility, catering 
for people who are less mobile and taking advantage of the relatively flat 
ground levels across the site. For further guidance on movement refer to 
section 3.3.

3.1.4   uses 
    The framework envisages a vibrant quarter which is mixed use and provides 

space for shopping, working, living, leisure, cultural/heritage and community. 
The quarter will have a range of environments, from quiet riverside walks to 
busy, active shopping streets. Flexible and adaptable spaces are promoted to 
ensure the CWR area complements the existing High Street retail offer 
(LPP2: WIN2 and WIN4), supports the growing creative economy, provides 
homes in the city centre (LPP1: CP1,2,3 and LPP2: DM2), and serves the 
needs of the whole cross-section of Winchester’s population. Guidance on 
land use distribution is provided in section 3.4 of the SPD. For further 
guidance on uses refer to sections 3.4 to 3.9.

3.1.5   Heights
    The framework provides guidance on heights within the CWR area, which 

should be contextual and informed by key datum heights across the site and 
wider Winchester context. Reference should be made to LPP2 policy WIN3 
and the High Quality Places SPD for guidance on roof form and materials. 
For further guidance on heights refer to section 3.10.
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3.1.6   Delivery
    The physical framework of streets and spaces has been planned to allow for 

the incremental delivery of development parcels. The framework also sets 
out an approach to phasing and meanwhile uses whilst not being 
prescriptive, allowing for flexibility. Requirements are set out for 
infrastructure contributions in section 3.14. For further guidance on 
approaches to delivery refer to sections 3.11 to 3.13.

3.1.7   Sustainability
    The framework requires a sustainable and responsive development approach 

which is socially, economically and environmentally conscious. Sustainability 
measures and requirements go beyond the physical fabric of development 
and include strategies for improving air quality, energy, waste, landscape & 
ecology, and water, including flood mitigation and sustainable urban drainage. 
For further guidance on sustainability requirements refer to sections 3.15 to 
3.20. 

3.2   public realm: StreetS, SpaceS anD Water

3.2.1   A principal objective of the framework is to provide a legible network of 
streets and spaces which are vibrant, enjoyable and distinctly Winchester. 
The public realm has a significant role in providing the setting for the quarter 
and in unifying it with the High Street network. The layout of the network 
takes account of land ownership boundaries across the site, ensuring that the 
routes and spaces are deliverable alongside development parcels.

3.2.2   The scale and enclosure of the proposed streets and spaces is based on the 
findings from the Winchesterness study, reinforcing local distinctiveness 
through the formation of a contextual environment.

3.2.3   The proposed street network strengthens north-south connections to the 
High Street and the Broadway, and increases east-west connections across 
the site, improving permeability and creating circular routes for shopping and 
leisure.

3.2.4   The character of the streets and spaces varies - oriented to different levels 
of activity, uses and offers. The ambiance of the streets shifts from busy and 
retail focused along Middle Brook Street to quiet and amenity / residential 
focused along the Riverside Walk – offering different environments and 
experiences within the quarter. Reference should be made to the Walking 
Strategy for Winchester (October 2014).

3.2.5   Pedestrian and shared surface zones reduce vehicular priority through the 
area, reducing the impact of vehicular traffic and releasing space for 
landscape features such as tree planting, water channels, and seating. 

SECTION 3
planning & urban DeSign FrameWork
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3.2.6   The Public Realm Framework sets out requirements and recommendations 
for each of the following streets and spaces:
1.	 The Broadway
2.	 Lower High Street
3.	 Riverside Walk
4.	 Tanner Street & Cross Keys
5.	 Middle Brook Street
6.	 Antiques Market
7.	 Friarsgate Passage
8.	 Silver Hill
9.	 Friarsgate

3.2.7   The following sections 3.2.9 through 3.2.18 provide further guidance on the 
streets and spaces. Each street and space is categorised by the following:
•	 Enclosure ratio (required ratio of proposed development height in 

relation to the space it encloses)
•	 Character (within the Winchester city quarters)
•	 Type (i.e. pedestrian, shared surface, vehicular priority), 
•	 Use (use classes which can front the space)
•	 Role (the street or spaces wider role within Winchester)

3.2.8   The Public Realm Framework Plan is a mandatory requirement of the SPD 
and development proposals will be expected to be in accord with its layout 
and principles. The enclosure ratios associated with each street and space 
are mandatory, along with the type of movement allowed within each street 
and space. A broad range of use classes are allocated to allow for flexibility in 
what uses could be delivered within each development parcel. The role of 
the street or space is descriptive but should be considered when developing 
proposals. It should be noted that the artist’s impressions and precedent 
images on the following pages provide visual guidance only; they are 
aspirational images which do not aim to be prescriptive, nor define 
architectural style.

SECTION 3
planning & urban DeSign FrameWork
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1 Improved setting to King Alfred Statue

Bus movement restricted to turning at Busket Lane

Broadway transformed to a key public space

Woolstaplers’ Hall

Shared surface and opened waterway along 
Riverside Walk

Almshouse meadow / public pocket park

New and improved crossings

Bus Hub located at Middle Brook Street car park 
and/or Friarsgate

The Brooks Shopping Centre

Improved public realm and view of Cathedral along 
Middle Brook Street including removal of 4 trees

Retained and refurbished Antiques Market

Tanner Street - shared surface

Service zone along Silver Hill

Public space with view to Guildhall

Improved public realm

Improved bus, coach and service vehicle areas

Existing buildings to be retained

Appropriate location for market stalls

Green open space

Waterways and water features including channels 
and grills

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

3.2.9   public realm Framework plan
    This plan and the following sections 3.2.10 to 3.2.18 set 

out the spatial framework and public realm requirements 
for the CWR area. Refer to the following sections for 
further guidance on:
•	 Movement (3.3)
•	 Land Uses  (3.4 to 3.9)
•	 Heights  (3.10)
•	 Delivery  (3.11 to 3.13)
•	 Infrastructure contributions (3.14)
•	 Sustainability (3.15 to 3.20)

SECTION 3
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3.2.10  1. the broadway
    The Broadway will primarily function as a public space with pedestrian 

priority, creating a key arrival point for the City. This will be achieved by:
•	 Restricting bus and coach movement to the turning point at Busket Lane 

at the eastern end of the Broadway;
•	 Limiting other vehicular movement to Colebrook Street car park access, 

service vehicles and taxis only;
•	 Integrating disabled parking bays where appropriate;
•	 Creating areas for outdoor seating, open air markets and events;
•	 Including planting and high quality street furniture;
•	 Improving the quality of the space and setting to the landmark arrival 

point into Winchester around King Alfred’s statue by:
•	 removing car parking adjacent to the statue
•	 allowing space for the introduction of high quality paving and planting 

•	 Accommodating a range of uses and activities, including street markets 
and events, within the newly paved and pedestrianised public area west of 
Busket Lane.

Enclosure 1:2 as existing

Character civic Quarter

Type public space

Uses civic, entertainment, retail, market

Role public space and arrival point for Winchester

public realm Framework plan

the broadway Street section & enclosure ratio

artist’s impression

SECTION 3
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3.2.11   2. lower High Street
    This area of the High Street will be retained as a pedestrianised zone, with 

further improvements to the public realm to be made to enhance the 
street’s role as a primary shopping area. This will be achieved by:
•	 The removal of tarmac street surface and replacement with high quality 

paving;
•	 Limiting service vehicle access to out-of-hours only, to serve shop 

frontages along the High Street;
•	 Increased street area for uses including street market stalls and cycle 

parking.

Enclosure 1:1 as existing

Character High Street Quarter

Type primary pedestrian street

Uses retail, mixed uses, outdoor market

Role primary shopping street

public realm Framework plan

lower High Street lower High Street

lower High Street

SECTION 3
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Enclosure 1:1 to 1:2

Character mixed use Quarter

Type Shared surface

Uses mixed uses, residential

Role pedestrian & public amenity space

3.2.12  3. riverside Walk
    The Riverside Walk will be a new public shared surface street running 

north-south through the CWR area. Envisaged as an amenity and landscape 
corridor, it will increase visual and physical permeability between the 
Broadway and Friarsgate. This will be achieved by:
•	 Opening up the existing culvert - which runs underneath the current bus 

station site - as a priority (subject to technical work);
•	 Lining the opened waterway with planting, trees and river walls to 

enhance the setting to the revealed waterway; 
•	 Retaining and enhancing the existing gap between the buildings fronting 

the Broadway (current bus station entrance), to provide visual and 
physical permeability into the new quarter and views to the Guildhall;

•	 The western edge of the riverside walk will be activated by mixed uses at 
ground floor level, while the eastern edge will host residential uses to 
respond to St John’s Almshouses to the east.

3.2.13   Cultural/heritage uses could be focused along this route, see section 3.4 for 
proposed locations. The pedestrian priority route could adopt characteristics 
similar to the Weirs and Bridge Street, see appendix 5: Winchesterness. The 
removal of the building branching over the waterway at the northern end of 
the CWR area would allow space for a small pocket park which should be 
included in proposals coming forward.

riverside Walk Street section & enclosure ratio

the Weirs

SECTION 3
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artist’s impression of the entrance to riverside Walk from the broadway

artist’s impression of riverside Walk from Friarsgate

SECTION 3
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3.2.14  4. tanner Street
    Tanner Street will be redeveloped as a shared surface street, transforming it 

from its current environment as a service road into an actively fronted and 
busy street with pedestrian priority. The SPD requires:
•	 Restricting vehicular movement to out-of-hours access for service vehicles 

only;
•	 The street must be actively fronted with a mix of uses at street level 

including retail, mixed uses and residential;
•	 Improvements to the public realm, including the introduction of high 

quality paving and features such as open water channels on the street 
surface to reflect the culverted brook below street level;

•	 Tanner Street should be redeveloped with varying enclosure ratios from 
1:0.65 to 1:1, comparable to Parchment Street. 

•	 The street to narrow and connect to Cross Keys at the south, and widen 
towards Friarsgate to the north; no two sides of the street should be 
parallel.

Enclosure 1:0.65 - 1:1

Character mixed use Quarter

Type Shared surface

Uses mixed uses, retail, residential

Role Secondary shopping / mixed use street

tanner Street Street section & enclosure ratiochannels precedent

SECTION 3
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photographs of parchment Street, similar enclosure ratio
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Enclosure 1:1

Character High Street Quarter

Type pedestrian street, public space

Uses retail, mixed uses, outdoor market

Role primary shopping street

3.2.15  5. middle brook Street
    Middle Brook Street will be reinvigorated as an actively fronted and vibrant 

shopping street linking to the High Street Quarter. The SPD requires:
•	 Active ground floor retail uses to front onto the pedestrianised street, 

strengthening the street’s existing role as an extension to the High Street;
•	 Mixed uses, which could include residential, on the upper floors with 

good levels of overlooking onto the street;
•	 Removal of the line of Crab Apple trees down the centre of the street, 

improving the vista down the street and creating an arrival point for 
Winchester (linking to the new bus hub located on Friarsgate);

•	 Retention of the two existing London Plane trees at the crossing with 
Silver Hill, built frontage here should be set back to form an incidental 
gathering space and improved setting around the trees;

•	 Improvements to the pedestrian and cycle crossing across Friarsgate; 
enhancing connections to neighbourhoods to the north and the new bus 
hub;

•	 The width to be increased to provide an enclosure ratio of 1:1, 
comparable to the High Street (wide) and Jewry Street.

3.2.16   The street could be enhanced with interactive landscape features such as art 
installations, lighting, grilles to provide connection to the brook beneath and 
water fountains to promote leisure and play.

middle brook Street Street section & enclosure ratio

artist’s impression

SECTION 3
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3.2.17  6. antiques market
    The retained and refurbished Antiques Market building will have a new 

public space around it, with improved access and pedestrian permeability 
between Middle Brook Street and Tanner Street through the integration of a 
new east-west link running along the northern side of the building. The SPD 
requires:
•	 The new space to be creative and adaptable, similar to places such as 

Meeting House Square in Temple Bar, Dublin;
•	 A range of uses to be accommodated within the public space, enabling it 

to function as a shopping street, market, gathering place, venue, stage, 
and cultural focus for the city;

•	 A high quality approach to the public realm, including the integration of 
high quality surface treatments, lighting, power outlets, and other 
technologies to make the space as adaptable and flexible as possible;

•	 Building uses around the space to be primarily retail, with mixed use and 
cultural / heritage uses integrated where appropriate;

•	 New built form to the south to be set back around the existing Antiques 
Market building to enable sunlight to spill into the multi-use space, 
creating a vibrant and attractive environment.

3.2.18   Sections of the space around the antiques market to the south, east and 
west could be covered to create an all-weather space that could 
accommodate a range of uses such as a performance space or extended 
market area.

Enclosure 1:1

Character High Street Quarter

Type public space, pedestrian street

Uses retail, mixed uses, cultural / heritage 

Role multi-use public space

antiques market

artist’s impression

Street section & enclosure ratio
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3.2.19  7. Friarsgate passage
    Friarsgate Passage is a new east-west connection between Tanner Street and 

the Riverside Walk, envisaged as a pedestrianised lane. The SPD requires:
•	 Ground floor mixed uses to provide active frontage at street level, 

including commercial and leisure;
•	 Residential and commercial uses on the upper floors;
•	 The street frontages should not be parallel, narrowing to a pinch point in 

the middle and subtly widening to the east and west, framing perspective 
views to St John’s Almshouses and buildings fronting Tanner Street;

•	 Surface treatments to include high quality paving and shallow channels for 
rainwater run-off;

•	 New buildings to enclose the lane with a tight enclosure ratio of 1:0.5 to 
1:0.7, comparable to that of the High Street (narrow).

Enclosure 1:0.5 to 1:0.7

Character mixed use Quarter

Type pedestrian lane

Uses mixed use, residential

Role Secondary pedestrian street

Friarsgate passage Street section & enclosure ratio

artist’s impression

SECTION 3
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3.2.20  8. Silver Hill
    Silver Hill is to be extended to the east and connect to the Riverside Walk. 

The new connection will enhance permeability across the CWR area and 
provide access to the north side of the Woolstaplers’ Hall. The activity and 
uses change from retail focused at the western end towards St. George’s 
Street, to service focused in the centre, to mixed use and residential along 
the eastern end connecting to Riverside Walk. The SPD requires:
•	 The street to be a shared surface for pedestrian and service vehicles;
•	 The section between Middle Brook Street and Tanner Street to be 

restricted to service vehicles only and designated as a service street;
•	 The retention and conversion of the Woolstaplers’ Hall for alternative 

uses;
•	 The focus of the eastern section of Silver Hill is to be cultural/heritage, 

commercial or residential uses;
•	 The enclosure of Silver Hill varies from 1: 0.5 to 1:1 along its length, 

dependent on proposed uses and existing buildings.

Woolstaplers’ 
Hall 15.7m

Enclosure 1:0.5 to 1:1

Character High Street / mixed use Quarter

Type Shared surface

Uses retail, mixed uses, cultural / heritage, residential

Role pedestrian / service street

Silver Hill

photograph of Woolstaplers’ Hall

Street section & enclosure ratio

SECTION 3
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3.2.21  9. Friarsgate
    Friarsgate is to be redeveloped with a bus hub located on the existing 

Middle Brook Street car park site. Bus movement will be redirected along 
Friarsgate and, whilst the street will remain a primary vehicular corridor, 
improvements will be sought to enhance the pedestrian and cyclist 
experience, discourage cars, and enhance the streetscene. This will be 
achieved by:
•	 Active frontages at ground floor level to activate the streetscene;
•	 New building uses which include residential, mixed uses and retail;
•	 A new bus hub will be located on the current Middle Brook Street car 

park and/or Friarsgate;
•	 Toucan crossings supporting north-south pedestrian and cycle movement;
•	 Varying enclosure ratios along Friarsgate, with new buildings positively 

addressing the street;
•	 Introducing tree planting to enclose the street and improve the quality of 

the street scene, providing an avenue-like character;
•	 Improving the view of the waterway from the bridge.

3.2.22  Options are being investigated with Hampshire County Council to address 
the one-way road network and traffic flow in Winchester through a wider 
movement study; future proposals must therefore be flexible enough to 
allow for changes to vehicular movement along Friarsgate.

Enclosure Varies

Character mixed use Quarter

Type Vehicular street

Uses bus hub, mixed uses, residential

Role bus hub, vehicular movement

Friarsgate precedent image of bus shelter

artist’s impression

SECTION 3
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3.3   moVement & acceSSibility 

3.3.1   The SPD seeks to inform city-wide movement and provide guidance on 
improvements to site wide movement, with the aim of creating a legible 
network which will ease movement for all modes of sustainable transport 
and reduce dependence on other vehicular modes.

3.3.2   There is a need to improve air quality within Winchester, and the SPD 
proposes steps to improve achieve this by reducing vehicular movements in 
the city centre. The SPD builds on the core actions from the Air Quality 
Action Plan 2017, and sets out strategies to improve air quality in para 3.17.3 
of this SPD.

3.3.3   city-wide vehicular movement
    The SPD supports the restriction and reduction of vehicle movement 

through the Central Winchester Regeneration area, and wider objectives to 
reduce reliance on motor vehicles. Whilst recognising there are essential 
journeys that need to be made, the Hampshire County Council (HCC) 
Movement Study will aim to examine how unnecessary movements through 
the centre can be avoided and discouraged.

 
3.3.4    The SPD supports provision of a better, more accessible  bus services and 

facilities for users. 

3.3.5    The SPD supports the restriction of HGV access to the city centre during 
peak hours. The HCC Movement Study will examine the beneficial impact 
this is likely to have on city centre movement.

3.3.6   cWr area Vehicular movement
    The SPD promotes the reduction of vehicular traffic within the city centre 

and aims to reduce vehicular priority across the CWR area. Private motor 
vehicle access will be restricted to Friarsgate and some shared surface areas. 
Service vehicles will be restricted to Tanner Street and Silver Hill with out of 
peak hours access only. 

3.3.7   car parking
    The Council’s adopted Strategy identifies a ‘three-ring’ approach to pricing 

and allocating Winchester city car parks:
•	 ‘Centre’ Ring Car Parks - The Brooks, Middle Brook Street, Colebrook 

Street, Cossack Lane, Upper Brooks Street, Friarsgate , St Peter’s, Tower 
Street & Gladstone Street.

•	 ‘Inner’ Ring Car Parks - Chesil Multi, Durngate, Worthy Lane, Coach Park, 
Cattle Market & River Park

•	 ‘Outer’ Ring Car Parks - Park & Ride: Barfield, St Catherine’s, Pitt & South

SECTION 3
planning & urban DeSign FrameWork
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‘3-ring’ approach to 
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3.3.8   The strategy and associated parking charges seek to encourage parking in 
the most appropriate place related to activity and to reduce city centre 
traffic movements.ie encouraging parking on the periphery and walking or 
catching a park-and-ride (P&R) bus into the centre. 

3.3.9   CWR area sits within the centre ring, where the principle is to have enough 
car parking spaces in appropriate locations to ensure the success of the city 
and improve the quality of the environment. There is also a principle of 
seeking to consolidate parking where opportunities arise. 

3.3.11   Other nearby car parks including the Chesil multi-storey and the P&R car 
parks have spare capacity. Improvements to these, and other car parks, and 
accessibility into the CWR area will be reviewed.

3.3.12   In order to continue to implement the Council’s parking strategy objectives 
the following principles for parking in CWR area will be followed:
•	 Parking for future uses including residential will be minimised and 

appropriate for the type and size of properties, with appropriate priority 
given to disabled spaces, spaces for pool cars and electric vehicles.

•	 The Middle Brook Street car park will be reconfigured.

SECTION 3
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3.3.13   pedestrian 
    Pedestrian movement across the CWR area will be a priority and new 

streets should be active and attractive, with active frontages positively 
addressing streets at ground floor level. The creation of circular walking 
routes is promoted to aid and encourage shopping and leisure. Connections 
to existing and future pedestrian connections beyond the site boundary 
should be considered.

3.3.14   cycling
    Cycling will be encouraged through improvements to cycle provision along 

Friarsgate and toucan crossings providing north-south connections. Cycle 
stands and cycle hire should be available at the new bus hub. Cycle stands 
should be provided throughout the CWR area.

3.3.15  bus
    The SPD promotes the relocation of the bus hub to the Middle Brook Street 

car park, to simplify bus movement across the CWR area and create a new 
arrival point into Winchester, with a view to the Cathedral along Middle 
Brook Street. The revised bus and coach circulation will retain the provision 
around the King Alfred statue and the Broadway east of Busket Lane. Refer 
to section 3.6 for further requirements and recommendations for the Bus 
Hub.

SECTION 3
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Bus route

Possible future bus route / 
direction

Bus hub

Servicing

Shared Surface

Car Park Entrance

bus movement, Vehicles & Servicing

Pedestrian movement

Possible future pedestrian 
connections

Street markets & pedestrian movement

Street Market Locations
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upper Floor uses Existing Retail

Retail, restaurants and cafés

Mixed use including commercial, 
leisure, cultural / heritage and 
community

Residential

Proposed Bus Hub

Parking (at first floor level only)

ground Floor uses Existing Retail

Retail, restaurants and cafés

Mixed use including commercial, 
leisure, cultural / heritage and 
community

Residential

Proposed Bus Hub

Parking

Key Nodes

Potential location for cultural / 
heritage & community uses

Key building / space in response 
to Guildhall

The Brooks

Antiques Market

Woolstaplers’ Hall

Bus Hub

BUSY QUiET

* *

*

*

type range (gea)
Retail 3,500 - 8,700 sqm
Residential 12,900 - 26,000 sqm*
Mixed uses 
(including leisure, commercial, cultural/
heritage and community)

4,000 - 13,000 sqm

total 30,000 - 36,000 sqm**

Quantities and types of land uses

* Based on an average 
dwelling size of 65sqm this 
could deliver up to 300 
dwellings (assuming 75% 
net to gross)

** Based on floor area 
achievable within the 
framework & height 
parameters
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3.4   lanD uSeS

3.4.1   A principal aim of the Central Winchester Regeneration is to foster city 
centre development which will bring long term economic and social 
sustainability – creating a new mixed use quarter which is complementary to 
the High Street, has built in flexibility to adapt over time, and the agility to 
remain a successfully integrated part of the city centre.

3.4.2   The framework promotes a mix of uses which relate to the context of the 
public realm, planning policy and the wider city centre uses. Land uses 
appropriate to the location include retail, residential, commercial, leisure, 
cultural/heritage, and community uses. These uses are indicated on the two 
framework plans for the Ground Floor and Upper Floors. These plans show 
areas where land uses overlap, to allow for flexibility in the types of uses that 
could be delivered.

3.4.3   The land use framework identifies that:
•	 Retail and commercial uses should be weighted towards the High Street 

Quarter, which include Middle Brook Street and the Antiques Market.  
•	 The Mixed Use Quarter, located between Tanner Street and Riverside 

Walk, could accommodate a mix of retail, commercial, leisure, cultural/
heritage, community and residential uses. 

•	 Residential uses are appropriate to the eastern edge of the CWR area, 
relating to St John’s Almshouses, and on the northern edge of Middle 
Brook Street car park, relating to the residential streets to the north.

•	 The relocated bus hub is positioned on the Middle Brook Street car park 
and accessed from Friarsgate. Parking is to be reprovided north of the bus 
hub.

•	 Cultural/heritage uses are provided within the CWR area, appropriate 
locations are shown in red stars on the framework plan.

3.4.4   A range of anticipated areas are provided in the table on page 40, outlining 
the mix of uses which could be accommodated on site within the known site 
constraints and parameters. These Gross External Area (GEA) figures do 
not allocate separate areas for ancillary spaces such as parking, and service 
areas, which are included in the gross area for each use class.

3.4.5   Part of achieving success in the CWR area implementation will be 
determined by obtaining an optimum mix of uses in the development.  As 
proposals come forward the Local Planning Authority (LPA) will have regard 
to seeking to obtain an appropriate balance of uses within the ranges 
identified rather than over domination of one use and within the parameters 
of the scheme viability.  Consideration of mixed land use proposals and the 
viability of any development scheme received by the LPA will be crucial 
factors as will be the requirements of this SPD and the Development Plan in 
the review of any planning application and decision that is made.
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3.5   retail anD marketS

3.5.1   Objective 4 “City Experience” of the SPD requires further enrichment of 
the city’s distinctive brand by creating a place of ‘experience’ which offers 
cultural / heritage, food, leisure, retail and markets.   

3.5.2   The SPD envisages a variety of retail space from larger units to smaller ones 
to incorporate a mix of retail types, with the opportunity for a potential 
department store with some ground and first floor retail accommodation. A 
Retail Market Report for the CWR area was prepared by Propernomics and 
provides detailed analysis and recommendations for the development of the 
site. Recommendations from the report focused on retail’s role within the 
city experience, quality of retail, creating a sense of place, providing retail 
choice, and strengthening the existing shopping experience. 

3.5.3   city experience
    The future offer should focus on the quality and character of the shopping 

experience in Winchester. In addition to the Council’s evidence base which 
supports delivery of retail, it is clear from retail trends and public feedback 
that qualitative factors such as the “feel” and “experience” of shopping in 
Winchester are increasingly important in the face of competition. The SPD 
vision is orientated to “quality” if seeking to expand the “quantity” of retail 
floorspace in Winchester.

3.5.4   markets    
    Improvements to the public realm, including the pedestrianisation of streets, 

has allowed for increased flexible outdoor space across the CWR area. This 
will allow for the integration of street markets and expansion of the High 
Street market area. There is also potential for the inclusion of a covered 
market area, or small market hall, around the Antiques Market building.

3.5.5   Sense of place
    Winchester has a unique sense of place. Improving the public realm to make 

the most of the city’s assets and heritage will drive increased footfall and 
help to encourage visitors into the city on a regular basis.

3.5.6   choice
    The public is keen that Winchester should deliver more choice, including 

provision for the shopping requirements of young and old consumers, across 
a range of products and price points. Feedback from retailers, like 
consumers, has endorsed the idea of more choice because of the potential 
clustering effect that generates footfall for retailers. Retail units of varying 
sizes will be supported within the regeneration area.

SECTION 3
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3.5.7   Strengthen the existing offer
    In terms of the layout of land uses, retail provision will be prioritised within 

the western part of the CWR area to reinforce Middle Brook Street’s role 
as a retail street which complements the High Street and would support 
future improvements to the Brooks. New east-west streets to connect 
existing streets and create shopping circuits linking new and existing shops 
are important. Pedestrian flow studies are expected to be submitted, in 
order to identify potential locations for a larger anchor store and smaller 
shops.

SECTION 3
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3.6   buS Hub

3.6.1   A key part of the framework vision is to remove bus movement from the 
centre of the CWR area to allow for pedestrian priority within the quarter. 
Buses will be redistributed to the Middle Brook Street car park, using 
Friarsgate as the movement corridor, with some coach services and bus 
stops retained at the lower end of the Broadway.

3.6.2   The relocation of the bus hub will release land between Tanner Street and 
St John’s Almshouses and allow for:
•	 Improvements to the public realm and landscape;
•	 Residential, leisure and cultural/heritage redevelopment; 
•	 Access to the Woolstaplers’ Hall;
•	 Increased permeability and pedestrian connections across the quarter;
•	 Potential opening up of the culverted waterway; 
•	 Views to the Guildhall and connections to the Broadway.

3.6.3   The vision for the new bus hub is for an efficient and contemporary bus hub 
with modern stands and other facilities. Parked and stationary buses will be 
relocated outside of the city centre, removing them from the hub area and 
allowing the land take of the bus hub to be reduced. The efficient footprint 
will allow for development area to be given to mixed uses and facilities for 
the bus station users. 

3.6.4   Suggested facilities to be included in Bus Hub 
•	 Real-time travel information boards
•	 Sheltered waiting areas
•	 Good quality toilets
•	 Café
•	 Cycle parking and cycle hire

3.6.5   The bus hub will create a new arrival point into Winchester at the 
intersection between Friarsgate and Middle Brook Street – with a clear view 
to Winchester Cathedral along Middle Brook Street. Improvements to the 
pedestrian crossings and public realm are proposed, aiming to encourage and 
improve footfall down Middle Brook Street. In order to provide further 
enhanced access for bus users to the city centre, additional bus stops will be 
considered in suitable locations in conjunction with the Bus Hub relocation.

3.6.7   The movement of the bus hub to Middle Brook Street car park depends on 
safe and easy access across Friarsgate.  As part of the HCC Movement Study 
there is an option being considered to re-route Friarsgate through the 
current car park and position the bus hub on the alignment of Friarsgate.  
This would avoid the need to cross Friarsgate to access the hub.  This option 
is allowed for within the design framework.

SECTION 3
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Kunstmuseum (Art Museum) Stuttgart, Germany. HDR image, produced with WebHDR.
cc-by-sa/3.0 - © pjt56 

The entrance to the Jorvik Viking Centre, York
cc-by-sa/2.0 - © Jeremy Bolwell - geograph.org.uk/p/2521909

3.7   arcHaeology, Heritage, culture

3.7.1   One of the key themes identified in the Community Planning Weekend was 
for the CWR area to respect Winchester’s culture and heritage and support 
uses which would enhance the city’s unique historical assets and cultural 
offer, including a strategy for archaeology.

3.7.2   archaeology
    A detailed archaeological background to the redevelopment site is provided 

in the Archaeological Desk-Based Assessment (April 2017, PJO Archaeology 
commissioned by the Council.

3.7.3   An Archaeological Advisory Panel has been instituted by the Council to 
provide advice and draft a strategy for archaeology. The strategy will inform 
future development proposals within the site and the Council’s expectations 
for the treatment of the city’s nationally and internationally significant 
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archaeology. This includes detailed building, below ground engineering and 
public realm design, in addition to engagement with wider audiences. It will 
also advise on the design of basements and construction within the CWR 
area. A draft paper is expected in November 2017.

3.7.3   The approach to Archaeology, and any finds uncovered during site works 
and subsequent construction, will be given prominence in interpretative and 
display presentation on-site, or in the City.

3.7.4   Heritage & culture
    Providing a cultural/heritage offer is a key aspiration for the CWR area and 

strongly promoted by this SPD, including the retention and adaptation of 
existing buildings of interest. Cultural uses can play a pivotal role in 
regeneration, and the land use framework is deliberately flexible to allow for 
the delivery of these uses. The inclusion of a cultural or heritage venue is a 
key aspiration for the redevelopment of the CWR area, subject to viability 
and a landowner’s agreement. Buildings of interest to be retained and 
integrated into the framework include the Antiques market and the 
Woolstaplers’ Hall.

3.7.5   Possible locations for cultural/heritage and community uses or clusters of 
uses have been indicated in the framework plan, including:
•	 The Antiques Market, envisaged as a flexible space which could support a 

multi-use venue, or market hall;
•	 The Woolstaplers’ Hall could support a cluster of cultural/heritage uses, 

or a larger cultural or heritage venue;
•	 The new building and space at the entrance to the Riverside Walk, 

directly opposite the Guildhall and linking to the ‘civic quarter’ of 
Winchester.

3.7.6   The design framework is not dependent on the delivery of a specific cultural 
or heritage uses. The viability of specific cultural/heritage or community uses 
will need to be tested at later stages of the planning process.

3.8   HouSing anD community

3.8.1   Objective 7 “Housing for All” aims to increase the city centre’s residential 
capacity by providing a diverse range of city centre housing typologies 
including those for the young and the elderly. Catering for a full spectrum of 
the community. 

3.8.1   Residential development proposals for the CWR area should support this 
Objective and the vision of the Winchester Housing Strategy 2013/14 – 
2018/19 to create cohesive communities and provide housing choice. It is 
envisaged that the CWR area will deliver up to 300 dwellings, and provide 
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high quality housing in line with WIN4 of LPP2. However, the overall 
quantum of residential development will be dependent on unit mix and 
typologies.

3.8.2   Proposals should take account of the requirements of the Council’s 
Affordable Housing SPD (February 2008) and Policy CP3 of the LPP1, which 
set out a requirement for the gross number of dwellings to be 40% 
affordable, unless this would render the proposal economically unviable, and 
Policy DM2 of LPP2 which sets out space and accessibility standards.

3.8.3   Proposals will be required to adopt a tenure blind approach to development. 
This approach requires a consistent architectural treatment of different 
tenure types and the avoidance of large mono tenure/type/size groupings, 
providing opportunity for households to interact. The delivery of a blend of 
homes including affordable housing which provide for a mix of incomes, 
tenures, sizes and ages is promoted. 

3.8.4   The CWR area may not be a suitable location for houses; flatted 
development is promoted as the appropriate and viable approach to deliver 
the desired density of dwellings within the city centre. 

3.8.5   The Council supports a creative and innovative approach to housing types 
and tenures which provide for the needs of all sectors of the community, 
including older people, younger people and those on lower incomes. Newer 
models of housing, for instance Co-living and Extra Care Housing, should 
consider how shared spaces or ancillary facilities may be available to residents 
and to the wider community. Consideration should also be given to changing 
work patterns and how low-cost or free workspaces, community and social 
spaces may complement residential uses and support the local economy and 
the creation of cohesive communities, e.g. café / touch down workspaces / 
community uses / pop-up event spaces. 

3.8.6   Homes should normally meet Local Plan Part 2 space requirements, 
however due to the unique location within the town centre boundary (as 
defined by LPP2 policy DM7) exceptionally more compact homes may be 
permitted if proposals are of a very high quality and utilise innovative, 
creative design solutions and demonstrate both an understanding of what 
makes these developments successful and reflective of both local housing 
markets and the locally distinctive Winchester character. 

3.8.7   Ancillary spaces to residential development must include and meet space 
requirements for refuse, recycling and cycle storage. 

3.8.8   The sustainable city centre location is suitable for car-free residential 
development and this should be a priority.
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3.8.9   Proposals should create strong relationships between housing and the public 
realm to encourage use of public spaces outside of core business hours.  
High levels of permeability are encouraged, and proposals should provide 
the opportunity for informal interaction between residents and visitors in 
spaces and streets that feel safe and useable at all times of the day and night. 
They should take account of factors relating to the home as a “place of 
retreat”, including creating more intimate and private spaces to serve 
residents’ needs. Active street frontages should be optimised and entrances 
should open onto a high quality public realm. In mixed use blocks, upper 
floor residential accommodation should sit above complementary uses, e.g. 
cafés, to support the daytime and evening economy and create social spaces 
for residents and the wider community. 

3.8.10   Mixed use development is promoted to avoid the creation of mono-use 
areas that would give rise to sterile and uncomfortable environments at 
particular times of the day. This will assist with routes and spaces feeling safe 
and accessible to residents, and others, throughout the 24 hour period. 

3.9   WorkSpace / oFFice

3.9.1    A series of workshops were held in addition to the Community Planning 
Weekend in order to ensure engagement with local businesses, 
entrepreneurs, and the enterprising and creative business community in 
Winchester.

3.9.2    The engagement process identified a strong desire in Winchester to support 
the creative economy and a demand for low-cost alternatives to what is 
currently available in the commercial market.

3.9.3    Flexible workspaces to help meet such demand could be provided on this 
site, noting that such accommodation would also be expected to come 
forward on other sites in the City. These types of space could include:
•	 Shared offices and meeting room space
•	 Co-working spaces
•	 Creative hubs or studios
•	 Serviced workspace
•	 Flexible, shell and core units

3.9.4    Other Council-owned or other development sites are also expected to 
come forward for employment uses (such as Station Approach).  However, 
an element of commercial space within the CWR site is important to 
achieve diversity within the mix of uses. 
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3.10   HeigHtS, Scale & maSSing

3.10.1   Requirements for development height, scale, massing and variation in building 
height and roof form within the CWR area have four primary objectives:
•	 To ensure appropriate scale and roofscape
•	 To ensure the proposals pay regard to strategic views of the skyline from 

key locations
•	 To relate to datum heights rather than storey heights 
•	 To ensure an appropriate sense of enclosure to key streets and spaces

3.10.2  Scale and roofscape
    The proposed roofscape should be in keeping with the character of the city 

centre, in line with WIN3 of the LPP2 and as identified in the Principles of 
the Winchesterness and Views & Skyline studies within this SPD. Heights in 
the city centre are variable along street fronts and applicants should inform 
their design with a careful analysis of the context taking into account how 
the proposal relates to its surroundings. In key locations such as gateways, 
entrances, and corners, an increase in height may be appropriate where 
features of interest are created and do not cause detriment to views, 
overshadowing and other such visual or amenity objectives and are in 
general accordance with the Objectives of this SPD.

3.10.3   For example, buildings along a particular street could increase in height to 
emphasise particular spaces or gateways and south facing buildings along 
east-west streets could take advantage of their exposure to sun. Buildings 
heights should drop down to minimise overshadowing on buildings and 
significant and usable spaces to improve sunlight penetration. Building heights 
must be sympathetic to neighbouring and existing buildings being retained 
within the site.

3.10.4   Important view corridors across the site must be retained and enhanced, 
including the view down Middle Brook Street towards the Cathedral and the 
view towards the Guildhall from the existing bus station. Building heights 
should not impose upon the view of key buildings along these vistas.

3.10.5   It is important that the overall height and massing of proposed buildings do 
not compete with views of existing key buildings identified, including:
•	 the Cathedral, 
•	 the Guildhall, 
•	 St John’s Hall
•	 Woolstaplers’ Hall

SECTION 3
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3.10.6  Datum Heights
    Most of the development within the site will be limited to a maximum 

datum height of 52.4m Above Ordnance Datum (AOD), which is the height 
of the ridgeline of the Woolstaplers’ Hall (approximately 15.7m above 
ground level in its location on the site). 

3.10.7   Other key datum heights include the:
•	 Cathedral parapets & Tower
•	 Existing building height on the corner of Friarsgate and Middle Brook 

Street – limiting height in this location to the existing height to ensure the 
view of the cathedral along Middle Brook Street is maintained.

3.10.8   Building heights along the eastern site boundary and to the north of Middle 
Brook Street car park are required to respond to the neighbouring scale of 
St. John’s Almshouses and the residential form along Middle and Lower 
Brook Street. Building heights are required to be lower than the ridgeline of 
the Woolstaplers’ Hall in these sensitive areas.

3.10.9   Building height along Friarsgate must be varied but can exceed the height of 
the Woolstaplers’ Hall in key corner locations. However, building heights 
must never exceed the 55.7m AOD height of the existing building on the 
corner of Friarsgate and Middle Brook Street.

Building height 
and scale to be 
sympathetic to the 
Antiques Market

New buildings to parapet 
height of circa 49.2m 

AOD* and ridge height 
of circa 52.4m AOD with 

occasional taller buildings 
or elements / features at 

key locations

New buildings on corner 
of Friarsgate and Middle 

Brook Street must not 
exceed 55.7m AOD to top 

of roof, to preserve long 
distance view of cathedral

Building height 
and scale to be 
sympathetic to St 
John’s Almshouses

Building height and scale 
sympathetic to adjacent 
terraced housing

Buildings of varying 
height on Friarsgate

Woolstaplers Hall 
parapet 49.7m AOD
ridge 52.4m AOD

Datum Height requirements
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3.10.10  Following datum heights instead of storey height limitations will ensure more 
flexibility is provided within the framework to deliver a range of building 
uses. Different building uses require different floor-to-floor heights; 
therefore, storey heights are not always representative of the overall heights 
of the built form and could unnecessarily limit the number of floors allowed 
in any one building.

3.10.11  Sunlight / amenity Space
    Development proposals and planning applications should seek to minimise 

overshadowing on buildings and usable external spaces. They should 
optimise south-facing areas in creating attractive public realm, activity/seating 
areas etc. Proposals should be accompanied by robust sunlight/daylight 
studies and analyses where appropriate.

3.10.11	 	 Visually	Verified	Montages	(VVMs)
    Any proposals must be supported by VVMs or verified CGIs to demonstrate 

compliance in proposed heights and the roofscape principles set out in this 
SPD. Viewpoints include the view of the CWR area from St. Giles Hill and 
Joyce Gardens, Blue Ball Hill.

3.10.12  illustrative Storey Heights
    The illustrative building sections show a range of different uses across floors 

and the associated likely building heights.  These are based on the following 
assumptions:

•	 Residential: 3.2m floor to floor
•	 Commercial / Office: 4.2 floor to floor
•	 Retail / Mixed Use (exc. commercial): 4.5m floor to floor
•	 Parapet: 1m

SECTION 3
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3.11   DeliVery

3.11.1   Section 2 of the SPD sets out the detailed aims and objectives for the 
regeneration of central Winchester, envisioning a phased and incremental 
approach to the delivery of the quarter.

3.11.2   The previous proposal for the area was subject to a Development 
Agreement that has now been terminated. This agreement was:
•	 For a single project;
•	 Requiring a Compulsory Purchase Order (CPO);
•	 For one developer;
•	 Designed by one architectural practice.

3.11.3   In contrast the Central Winchester Regeneration SPD envisages:
•	 Multiple smaller projects on individual sites;
•	 No requirement for a CPO;
•	 Multiple developers;
•	 Multiple architectural practices.

3.11.4   The above approach to delivery is reflected in the design framework which 
respects different land ownerships and enables sites to be developed 
independently, within a long-term plan. Delivery of the CWR area will be 
incremental or undertaken in a phased manner, an approach which ensures 
that individual sites don’t fetter wider regeneration ambition. 

3.11.5   To facilitate the incremental approach, financial mechanisms will need to be 
designed or formulated for sharing costs as well as enhancement value across 
the CWR area that addresses the following:
•	 The provision of affordable housing in the CWR area rather than 

individual site basis;
•	 The delivery of public realm, potentially including water courses;
•	 The provision of utilities;
•	 The bus hub.

3.11.6   Subject to recommendations on the approach to archaeology, it is envisaged 
that the approach and requirements for investigation will vary and be 
undertaken on a site wide basis.
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3.12   implementation oF public realm

3.12.1   The CWR area SPD envisages the following approach to phasing:
•	 An incremental delivery of development parcels and associated public 

realm
•	 A phasing strategy that creates an extension to High Street
•	 The early potential relocation of the bus hub to Middle Brook Street car 

park, which would facilitate the regeneration of Middle Brook Street. 

3.12.2   The plan on page 54 shows areas of public realm and development parcels 
which are within Winchester City Council’s ownership and are available to 
come forward for regeneration. It is unknown when land parcels outside of 
WCC’s ownership will come forward for development, therefore areas of 
public realm and connections are indicatively shown in dotted lines. The 
CWR area as a whole would benefit from these connections being made 
across the site, however the regeneration is not reliant upon them.

3.13   meanWHile uSeS

3.13.1   Proposals for how existing buildings and land within the CWR area could be 
used until they become available for redevelopment are beyond the scope of 
the SPD. However, is it recognised that it is important to build on the 
success and enthusiasm of the community engagement process and ensure 
the momentum for the regeneration process is maintained through visible 
changes which signal the beginnings of the mixed use quarter.  

3.13.2   In the short-term, meanwhile uses are to be encouraged and promoted 
within the CWR area. Opportunities for the provision of meanwhile uses 
include the Lower High Street, where a new pedestrian priority space has 
been created for Winchester. There are other opportunities for meanwhile 
uses in places such as the Antiques market, vacant areas of the former bus 
station, and communal areas in the Brooks.

3.14   planning proceSSeS – FunDing oF inFraStructure 

3.14.1   Winchester City Council as local planning authority, recognises that a 
positive and proactive approach will be required when working with 
developers and their agents to ensure that proposals and subsequent 
planning applications are able to meet the requirements of this SPD and the 
Local Plan Policy WIN4 for the CWR area as well as other relevant Local 
Plan policies including the provision of infrastructure and wider public realm 
enhancements.

3.14.2   Local Plan Policy WIN4 is specific about the principles which any planning 
applications will have to meet (WIN4 policy and subset requirements (i) to 
(ix)).  This SPD amplifies the requirements of the policy and sets out what 

SECTION 3
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will be needed in relation to public realm improvements, movement and 
access, urban design (building heights/scale/massing/public and private spaces 
etc), archaeology, means of delivery and sustainability which will be a material 
consideration in assessing applications which come forward including securing 
planning obligations relating to financial contributions towards wider public 
realm enhancements and other matters covered by the document and 
policies in the Local Plan.

3.14.3   The Council will therefore seek planning obligations under S106 of The Town 
and Country Planning Act 1990 to help assist in funding infrastructure and 
other improvements and to ensure developments can meet other policy 
requirements. Planning obligations are likely to include the items set out 
below but this is not an exhaustive list and other matters may also need to 
be covered on consideration of each planning application:
•	 The Bus Hub relocation;
•	 The Broadway enhancements including reconfiguration of footways/

carriageways and parking, creation of seating/events space and new high 
quality paving, landscaping and street furniture;

•	 Other public realm improvements in and adjacent to development (rather 
than their) sites as identified within this SPD and associated Design and 
Access Statement;

•	 Accessibility improvements within and adjacent to development (rather 
than their) sites as identified within this SPD and associate Design and 
Access Statement; Affordable housing.

3.14.4   Planning obligation contributions and the application of the community 
infrastructure levy will be considered on a case by case basis in relation to 
every planning application received relating to the CWR area defined in this 
SPD and will be applicable to all development proposed and will be assessed 
in proportion to the size and impact of the development, viability relating to 
the development (which will be independently assessed as part of the 
development process), the cost of infrastructure works, alongside land 
ownership (this is not an exhaustive list and other considerations may arise 
as part of a planning application).

3.14.5   Winchester City Council also introduced its Community Infrastructure Levy 
in 2014. The levy is applied to certain types of new developments based on 
floor area and the funds received are used to help pay for a range of 
infrastructure improvements which the Council identifies in 3 year rolling 
programme. CIL will be applied to all proposals coming forward in the CWR 
area and it should be noted that any sums due are non-negotiable. Further 
details are available on the Council’s website at http://www.winchester.gov.
uk/planning/cil/
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3.15   SuStainability

3.15.1   Proposals for the CWR area are required to be underwritten by an 
approach to development which is socially, economically and environmentally 
sustainable in the long term. The approach should encompass a range of 
sustainability principles which ensure the development:
•	 Protects and enhances the environment;
•	 Promotes sustainable movement;
•	 Anticipates future needs;
•	 Improves quality of life and promotes social equality and inclusion, in line 

with the WCC Housing Strategy vision of creating cohesive communities
•	 Uses resources efficiently;
•	 Uses sustainable, locally sourced and recycled materials and products 

where possible and appropriate;
•	 Is designed and constructed for durability and long life, taking account of 

life cycle costing analysis in its design.

3.15.2   The Winchester District Local Plan Part 1 identified two sustainability 
priorities for the district: the first is to reduce carbon footprint due to the 
district’s above average carbon footprint; the second is to reduce water 
consumption due to the severity of the water stress in the area. 

3.16   air Quality

3.16.1   The Winchester Council Air Quality Action Plan 2017 sets out core 
principles and actions to improve air quality in Winchester.

3.16.2   core actions:
1.	 Review current car parking charges and increase the cost to park in 

central car parks; 
2.	 Review and consider introducing restrictions of delivery vehicles by time 

of day; 
3.	 Introduce a P&R site in the north of Winchester; 
4.	 Introduce new parking charges to limit diesel and high polluting petrol 

cars parking in central car parks; 
5.	 Reduce emissions from lorries and buses in the city centre by 2020; 
6.	 Reduce emissions from all Council owned, leased or contracted vehicles 

by 2020; 
7.	 Put in place requirements to integrate air quality fully into the planning 

process; 
8.	 Continue to work with and lobby Hampshire County Council to identify 

and deliver additional projects; 
9.	 Monitor the performance of the plan and reassess the need to introduce 

additional measures to achieve the objective.
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3.16.3   measures to improve air Quality within the cWr area:
    The SPD proposes steps to build upon the core actions from the air quality 

action plan, as follows:
•	 Review the amount of car parking within the city centre; 
•	 Prioritise sustainable transport including buses and encourage walking and 

cycling;
•	 Introduce electrical charging points in the city centre car parks to give 

priority to electric vehicles;
•	 Reduce reliance on car travel and encourage more people to walk, cycle 

and use public transport;
•	 Increase the car free zones and pedestrianised public realm across the 

CWR area;
•	 Limit service and delivery vehicles to out of hours access within the CWR 

area;
•	 Encourage pedestrian and cyclist movement;
•	 Increase use of Park & Ride services;
•	 Increase tree planting and areas of natural landscape within the CWR 

area.

3.17   energy Strategy

3.17.1   The SPD promotes an energy strategy which focuses on energy efficiency in 
buildings, reduction in water consumption and the provision of renewables 
where appropriate. Building layout, compactness, and orientation should be 
primary considerations in reducing energy demand. Passive design can be 
augmented with active energy saving technologies and renewable energy 
sources, such as photovoltaic panels.

3.17.2   The Winchester District Local Plan Part 1 Policy CP11 – Sustainable Low 
and Zero Carbon Built Development, recommends that development meets 
the following standards for new build:
•	 Residential development: CSH Level 5 for Energy and CSH Level 4 for 

Water
•	 Non-residential development: BREEAM Excellent / Outstanding

3.17.3   A fabric-first approach is recommended for new build, using effective 
thermal insulation within new development to reduce the need for 
mechanical ventilation and heating. Constructing buildings with high thermal 
mass is also appropriate for passive heating and cooling of buildings. Natural 
ventilation and passive cooling are encouraged, with thermal shading 
integrated into the architecture where appropriate to prevent overheating of 
internal areas.

3.17.4   Buildings should not only be efficient but long lasting and designed with 
flexibility to allow for future adaptations. The use of natural, durable and 
locally sourced materials is promoted. Consideration should be given to the 
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re-use of building materials where possible, as well as the specification of 
materials with low embodied energy values.

3.18   WaSte

3.18.1   Incorporation of recycling and refuse storage is required for new 
developments, and consideration of other waste management methods is 
encouraged. Commercial and residential waste bins must be contained and 
concealed from view along the street, preferably within the building. Using 
the most up-to-date sustainability technology to make waste management 
and recycling more efficient is encouraged. Refuse vehicle routes and access 
within the site should be considered early in the planning stages, and 
recycling provisions should be designed to make recycling easy. 

3.18.2   Design and construction methods should seek to minimise the amount 
waste produced during construction and minimise cut and fill in site works. 

3.19   lanDScape & ecology

3.19.1   The Winchester District Local Plan Part 1 includes two policies which inform 
the delivery of green infrastructure and ecology within the CWR area: Policy 
CP15 – Green Infrastructure and Policy CP16 – Biodiversity.

3.19.2   Key green infrastructure on or adjacent to the CWR area includes river 
corridors, culverted waterways, mature trees and pocket parks. The SPD 
requires development of the CWR area to provide a net gain of well 
managed and multifunctional green infrastructure. This should incorporate 
spaces and features for recreation, amenity and biodiversity; and provide 
routes and pathways which link with the existing network. The aim is to 
promote healthy lifestyles and extend strategic green and blue corridors 
along the River Itchen valley.

3.19.3   Areas of biodiversity should be linked together where possible to protect 
and enhance the ecology of the streams and landscape, thereby improving 
the ecological value of the site. Biodiversity is to be encourage through 
habitat generation and designing for wildlife. Existing trees should be retained 
and new trees planted, including street trees where appropriate.
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Extent	of	flood	zone:	1	in	100	year	plus	climate	change
Source: cWr Flood risk assesment Flood zone

river at northern edge of site Waterway along eastern edge of site
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3.20   Water 

3.20.1   Water conservation is important and schemes are encouraged to adopt 
systems for rainwater collection and grey water recycling, and specify low 
flow appliances to ensure efficient water use within the CWR area.

3.20.2  The Winchester District Local Plan Part 1 provides guidance on Flooding, 
Flood Risk and the Water Environment with Policy CP17. The design and 
layout of development must take account of site location within the 
floodplain of the River Itchen. It is imperative to protect buildings from 
flooding whilst not reducing the storage capacity of the floodplain. Innovative 
design for flood resilience is encouraged on site, and new development is 
required to improve surface water drainage and reduce rainwater run-off. 

3.20.3   A preliminary Flood Risk Assessment was produced in March 2017 for the 
CWR area. It indicated that most of the CWR area lies within flood zones 1 
to 3, and recommended improving flood mitigation through the integration 
of Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS), permeable paving, opening 
up culverted streams where appropriate, the widening of the river channel 
to the east of the bus station, and landscaping to create a buffer of additional 
floodplain storage. The existing land use across the site is primarily urban, 
therefore increasing the amount of green open space and permeable 
surfaces will improve upon the existing conditions. 

3.20.4   The recommended hierarchy of SUDS strategies to adopt within the CWR 
area are as follows:
•	 Infiltration systems – surface water is drained into an infiltration device 

where suitable ground conditions prevail.
•	 Attenuated discharge to water course – surface water run-off is 

attenuated and discharged into an existing watercourse at a controlled 
run-off rate.

•	 Attenuated discharge to a sewer – where the above is not favourable, 
surface water should be discharged into a sewer at a controlled rate.

3.20.5   The Environment Agency are currently updating their hydraulic modelling to 
show how the Durngate Flood Alleviation Scheme in Winchester will 
mitigate or change flood risk within the CWR area and other sites across 
Winchester. The EA’s Strategic Flood Risk Assessment is expected to be 
published in early 2018.

3.20.6   Development proposals for the CWR area will need to take account of this 
emerging hydraulic modelling and will be required to submit individual Flood 
Risk Assessments as part of the planning application submission.
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